Introduction {#S1}
============

Understanding the evolution of critical animal behaviors requires identifying the underlying mechanisms by which the nervous system produces these behaviors[@R1]--[@R5]. Many of the most extravagant behaviors in nature are related to mate choice and reproduction. Mate choice has a major effect on organismal fitness, and is therefore subject to powerful natural selection and sexual selection pressures[@R6]--[@R8]. The steps involved in mating and other behaviors are mediated by changes in neural activity in the brain. Like other input from the external environment to the brain, mating stimuli are translated into neural activity triggered by acute and rapid cascades of gene expression changes. These in turn cause modifications in synaptic activity, metabolic processes or activate further transcriptional pathways[@R1],[@R9],[@R10]. We now know that coordinated changes in the expression of many genes (i.e. neurogenomic response[@R11]) are the basis of behavioral states[@R9],[@R10], and play a critical role modulating the inherent plasticity that allows our brain to respond appropriately to diverse stimuli[@R12],[@R13].

Studying the gene expression changes that characterize the neurogenomic state behind mating decisions is an important part of dissecting the mechanisms behind mating preferences and mating behavior. Previous studies primarily based on candidate genes and/or whole transcriptomes[@R2],[@R3],[@R9], have identified some key components associated with the neural processes underlying social behaviors and mate preferences[@R3],[@R14]--[@R18]. Here our goal is to build on this knowledge by characterizing the transcriptional response triggered by different mating contexts, which is key to understanding how the brain coordinates the multitude of behaviors elicited by diverse stimuli and contexts[@R10],[@R19]--[@R22]. We compared the early transcriptional response in two mating contexts, after exposure to attractive and unattractive males, in females with and without female preference phenotypes. We used the Trinidadian guppy, *Poecilia reticulata*, a model for studies of sexual selection[@R23]--[@R25], in which female preference and male coloration coevolve across natural populations[@R26]--[@R28].

Various explanations have been offered for the association between female preference and male color in wild guppies[@R29]--[@R31], but recent evidence suggests that the strength of female preference could be linked to brain size and cognitive ability[@R32]. Through behavioral tests on selection lines for relative brain size[@R33], we recently showed that replicate small-brained lines have convergently lost their preference for colorful males compared to wild-type and large-brained females[@R32]. The variation we found in female preference phenotype in these selection lines[@R32] mirrors variation among natural populations[@R26]--[@R28], presenting a unique opportunity to study the neurogenomics of female mating decisions comparatively while controlling for genetic background[@R34].

Previous studies measured whole transcriptome expression changes after 30 minutes of mate exposure[@R35], when the transcriptional response is easily detectable. However, within 10 minutes of mate exposure, guppy females perceive and evaluate males, experience changes in receptivity, and make a decision on whether or not to mate[@R23]. Therefore, in order to dissect the early response of the female preference neurogenomic pathway, and understand the transcriptional basis of variation in female preference, we use RNAseq to compare brain gene expression in females from the different selection lines after 10 minutes of exposure to either a colorful (attractive) male, a dull (unattractive) male, or another female ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We focused on two brain components ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): the optic tectum, because it is involved in sensory processing of visual signals, and the telencephalon, because it integrates those signals to mediate complex decision making, including social and mating decisions[@R36]--[@R38].

Our results reveal guppy females with clear mate preferences exhibit a distinctive brain transcriptional response following exposure to attractive males. Genes associated with this response are more connected and central in the telencephalon co-expression network, revealing differences in the female mate preference transcriptional cascade in the various components of the brain mediating mating interactions. We also identified genes that vary across different social contexts beyond mate evaluation, and found that these genes exhibit different expression patterns across mating and social encounters. Our results uncover the early components and structure of the genetic networks underlying female mate preferences. These findings have important implications as they provide a foundation to understand the genetics and evolution of mating decisions and mate choice.

Results {#S2}
=======

Identifying transcriptional response uniquely associated with female preference {#S3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We first determined whether there was a transcriptional response uniquely associated with female preference. For this we focused on those genes with significant and concordant differences in expression (DE) between attractive and dull male treatments in Preference females (i.e. females with clear preferences from wild-type and large brain lines[@R32], designated as "X" in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. See [methods](#S8){ref-type="sec"} for details). In order to identify genes associated with the evaluation of an attractive male that fits intrinsic female preference, we filtered these DE genes further, keeping only those that were also differentially expressed between attractive and female treatments, but not between dull and female treatments (area "P" [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The resulting genes, which are associated with the female preference phenotype in Preference lines, comprised 193 genes in the optic tectum and 106 in the telencephalon (referred to as Preference DE genes, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [Table S1, Supplementary Datasets S1 and S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Only eight genes were differentially expressed in both tissues. This low overlap is not surprising considering the demonstrated differences in the expression of activity-regulated genes across brain regions in birds and fish[@R10],[@R39]. Even though evolutionary models predict sex linkage of female preference genes under the good genes model[@R40],[@R41], we did not observe an enrichment of these candidate genes on the X chromosome (LG12, P\>0.05). Instead, we see enrichment of optic tectum and telencephalon Preference DE genes on various autosomes ([Table S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As a species with Y-linked male displays, guppies may be an exception to good genes models[@R41]. Importantly, strong female preferences could also evolve from direct selection on sensory system[@R42] or as we hypothesize, on cognitive ability[@R32].

Preference DE genes have a distinct transcriptional signature in Preference females exposed to an attractive male in both tissues, and thus cluster together separately from all the other samples ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, it is important to note that in the optic tectum, Non-preference samples show differences in the expression of Preference DE genes, similar to those seen in Preference females exposed to a dull male or a female ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). There is therefore some activity for Preference DE genes in Non-preference females at the sensory-processing level, suggesting the difference in attractiveness between the two male types is being perceived and processed by Non-preference females. We did not observe this pattern at the decision-making level, in the telencephalon. Here, Non-preference samples group in a third separate cluster, where Preference DE genes do not show any differences in expression. This suggests that Preference DE genes in the telencephalon are not recruited to the decision-making process in Non-preference females. We know these differences are due to the social stimuli as, samples do not follow the same clustering pattern when transcriptome-wide expression is considered ([Fig. S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, we have previously characterized the genetic differences between large-brained (Preference) and small-brained (Non-preference) lines, and shown that they only differ in the regulation of one locus, *Angiopoeitin-1*[@R34]. Expression of this key gene during development influences both the relative brain size and neural density of these fish. We suggest that this developmental difference is indeed the main driver of the variation in brain size between selection lines[@R34].

We next performed an identical differential expression analysis and filtering in Non-preference females. We found only 61 and 38 loci were differentially expressed between the attractive and dull male treatments in the optic tectum and telencephalon respectively (Non-preference DE genes, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Datasets](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although members of the same gene families were differentially expressed in lines with opposing preference phenotypes (i.e. sodium calcium exchanger proteins, ribosomal proteins among others - [Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), none of these overlapped with Preference DE genes. Unlike Preference DE genes, Non-preference DE genes do not exhibit a distinct expression signature in Preference females ([Fig. S3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and were enriched in different chromosomes as Preference DE genes ([Table S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Female preference neurogenomic co-expression network attributes and modularity {#S4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated gene relationships in the context of weighted co-expression networks (WGCNA)[@R43],[@R44] for each tissue separately. Co-expression networks allow us to examine the regulatory connections between differentially expressed genes and determine the modular structure of transcriptional responses[@R45]. The optic tectum and telencephalon networks retained 6297 genes and 3540 genes respectively ([Table S3, Fig. S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; see [methods](#S8){ref-type="sec"}). For subsequent analyses we focus on DE genes remaining in the co-expression networks, as these genes have strong transcriptional connections, a characteristic we might expect for genes at the apex of genetic pathways involved in female preference response. Additionally, we compiled a list of genes previously shown to have roles in social/mating behavior and mate preferences ([Table S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), including synaptic plasticity genes (SPG), some of which are immediate early genes (IEG) ([Table S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), in order to investigate the network properties of DE genes relative to genes with known roles in social behavior. The context/stimulus dependent plasticity that characterizes the brain, allowing it respond differently to thousands of stimuli, is due in part to the response of genes that alter synaptic connections[@R12],[@R18],[@R46],[@R47].

We found Preference DE genes in the optic tectum and the telencephalon networks have different properties. Our analysis of network attributes reveals Preference DE genes in the optic tectum are distributed throughout the co-expression network with highly variable centrality and connectivity measures ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, Preference DE genes are both central and highly connected in the telencephalon network ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests the evaluation of males of different qualities causes responses with different characteristics at the sensory-processing and the decision-making levels. The greater centrality and connectivity of Preference DE genes in the telencephalon suggests that we have identified upstream control genes in the decision-making component of the brain, responsible for initiating the transcriptional cascades underlying female preference behaviors. These ultimately lead to the decision to mate, downstream endocrine response and changes in future behavior. Crucially, this pattern was not observed in the telencephalon of Non-preference females in response to an attractive male.

We also find that genes previously associated with mate preference and social and mating behavior[@R3] ([Table S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were significantly more peripheral (i.e. genes with lower gene connectivity at the periphery of the co-expression network) than our Preference DE genes in the telencephalon ([Fig. S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This finding is consistent with the notion that telencephalon Preference DE genes we identified after 10 minutes of treatment exposure are the upstream components of the preference pathway, and induce expression of genes that have been identified by previous work focused on 30 minutes of treatment exposure.

We next identified gene modules in our co-expression network, which represent clusters of genes with highly correlated expression[@R44],[@R48] ([Table S3, Fig. S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Co-expression network modules are a powerful tool in this context, as genes within the same module have been experimentally shown to share functions and/or biological processes[@R45],[@R49]. In the optic tectum, five modules (modules OT9, OT12, OT15, OT21 and OT24 - [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) are enriched in Preference DE genes. See [Table S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for GO terms associated with these modules.

Module OT24 is particularly interesting, as it is enriched in Preference DE genes that show strong transcriptional connections to multiple genes known for their role in female preferences in this module and module OT17. Preference DE genes in this subnetwork include *gria3*, a member of the AMPA glutamate receptor family known to be an important component of the female preference response[@R50]. Also *scn2a* and *scn8a*, which are known to have molecular functions in brain circuits that mediate specific behaviors[@R51], *agap3*, involved in signal transduction, *syn1*, known to be involved in synaptic plasticity and social behavior[@R52], *baz2a*, which regulates transcription of androgen receptors, and *slc24a2*, a critical gene in signal transduction[@R53] with known roles in cognition and memory[@R54], and a target of the immediate early gene *fosl1*. The network structure reveals these genes are connected to other known components of the female preference transcriptional response[@R3],[@R18], including *neuroligin-2, neuroligin-3, stmn2a & stmn2b*. Such connections, in conjunction with the elevated connectivity and centrality scores, suggest that the Preference DE genes we identified may act to coordinate the transcriptional response behind female preferences documented in previous studies, thus supporting their roles in the initiation of neural and behavioral cascades of female mating decisions.

Once the visual signal travels from the optic tectum into the telencephalon, we see further separation of modules grouping Preference DE genes and modules associated with Non-Preference DE genes. In the telencephalon, modules T4, T37 and T46 are significantly enriched in Preference DE genes while modules T23, T29 and T31 are enriched in Non-Preference DE genes ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Although not enriched in Preferences DE genes, module T13 is worth noting as it connects three Preference DE genes (out of 12 total) with a very large number of SPG/IEG genes ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Among the modules enriched in SPG/IEG and social behavior/female preference genes (T2, T12, T13, T32 and T43), modules T12 and T43 group SPG/IEG and genes identified as regulators of female preferences at 30 minutes[@R15],[@R55] that could be activated downstream of the Preference DE genes we identified.

Function and regulation of differentially expressed genes {#S5}
---------------------------------------------------------

We found that genes in modules associated with the neurogenomic response of female preference are enriched in pathways underlying neural plasticity[@R13], including ras signaling/long-term potentiation pathways, wnt signaling pathway, neurotrophin signalling pathway and phototransduction ([Table S7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Module OT24 in particular, is enriched in GO terms highly relevant to behavior, memory and learning including glutamate receptor signaling pathway ([Table S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also found that different optic tectum modules are regulated by different sets of transcription factors (TF), and that many of the Preference DE genes are predicted to have TF motifs for immediate early genes *egr1, egr2, c-fos* and *c-jun*, as well as neuronal plasticity and long-term memory modulator *CREB* ([Fig. S8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Telencephalon Preference DE genes include several ribosomal proteins and genes involved in hormone signaling and response, such as *eef2* and *c2cd5* ([Table S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Promoter analysis shows enrichment for TF motifs for CREB and *srf*, both part of the CaMK signaling pathway and central regulators of neural plasticity and memory[@R56], as well as *pitx2* among others shown in [Fig. S8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Aside from ribosomal proteins, all the genes had TF motifs for immediate early genes *c-fos* and *c-jun* transcription factors previously associated with activity levels in brain regions mediating various behaviors, including social interactions ([Fig. S8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Preference DE genes in modules OT17 (*npr2*) and T37 (*eef2*) have roles in downstream hormone secretion and signaling, being located upstream within the oxytocin signaling pathway, as well as genes in module OT21 (*tubb4a* and *tmem198*) in the gonadotropin-releasing hormone receptor pathway, shown to have an important role shaping preferences during interactions with a potential mates[@R57],[@R58] ([Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These genes could be responsible for the control of the female physiological changes associated with preparation for mating and reproduction.

Identifying genes that vary in expression in different social interactions {#S6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to identify genes modulating social interactions beyond mate evaluation, we determined which genes were differentially expressed across all social interactions in all females, independent of their preference phenotype (in Preference and Non-preference lines, [Fig. S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found 357 such DE genes (denoted Social DE genes) in the optic tectum and 161 in the telencephalon ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We examined overall differences in the expression patterns of Social DE genes across treatments and lines using principal component analysis (PCA). We found that in both tissues, Preference females exposed to an attractive male exhibit a unique transcriptional signature and cluster as a separate group from the rest of the sample groups based on the first three PCs ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Beyond this, the pattern is different in both tissues. In the optic tectum, except for the attractive treatment in both Preference and Non-preference females, Social DE genes expression in different treatment groups is mostly overlapping ([Fig. 4A, 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Unlike the optic tectum, PC1 in the telencephalon initially separates samples by preference phenotype ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), however PC2 and PC3 reveal a unique transcriptional pattern in Preference females exposed to an attractive male. Non-preference females lack this unique response to attractive males, so that all male treatments cluster together ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that exposure to an attractive male does not trigger a distinct transcriptional response in the telencephalon of Non-preference females.

Social DE genes include genes related to synaptic plasticity, learning, memory and social behavior such as *grin1, bdnf, neurod2, fos* and *egr2b*[@R13],[@R16],[@R18],[@R50],[@R59]--[@R61]. Social DE genes in both tissues are linked in several pathways relevant in behavior such as *ras* signaling pathway, *wnt* signaling pathway, GnRH receptor pathway and corticotropin-releasing factor receptor signaling pathway among others ([Table S8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Promoter region analysis[@R62] suggests that Preference DE genes in the optic tectum and telencephalon co-expression networks have TF motifs for our Social DE genes ([Table S9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that differences in the expression of Social DE genes may trigger distinct transcriptional cascades in the different mating and social contexts of our experiment ([Fig. S7, Table S9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#S7}
==========

Our goal was to characterize the neurogenomic response of female preference by identifying the differences in gene expression triggered by different mating contexts in females with and without a preference for colorful males[@R32]. This comparative framework allowed us to investigate which elements of the response differ in females that lack preference for attractive males[@R32], thus identifying the neurogenomic basis of variation in female preferences that are key to sexual selection and sexual conflict. We specifically targeted genes involved in the early female preference neuromolecular response by studying the transcriptional changes after only 10 minutes of mate exposure.

In both the optic tectum and telencephalon, we identified genes that differ in expression in different social contexts ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and found evidence that the transcription factors among these genes likely act as neuromolecular switches triggering distinct neurogenomic states that form the basis of mating decisions and social behaviors. Consistent with this idea, we found multiple genes with unique transcriptional signatures in Preference females exposed to an attractive male, suggesting they are part of the neurogenomic response of female preference ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These Preference DE genes are assembled into discrete genetic modules in the optic tectum and telencephalon, revealing the structure of the transcriptional response uniquely associated with female preference, as well as the connections to other genes known to have regulating roles in social behavior, mate preferences, learning and memory ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The centrality and connectivity of Preference DE genes in the optic tectum and telencephalon showed that the properties of the response are different in both brain tissues. While we saw a diffuse response associated with female preference at the sensory processing level, with DE genes at all levels of the network, we see a highly centralized response for DE genes in the decision-making telencephalon. In addition to highlighting differences in the properties of the response at the sensory-processing and decision-making levels, a highly centralized response in the telencephalon is exactly what we would expect of the genes that initiate the female preference transcriptional response leading to the alternative mating decisions that follow.

Furthermore, Preference DE genes have similar expression patterns in females with and without preferences in all but the attractive male treatment at the sensory processing level (optic tectum), suggesting that Non-preference females do perceive differences between both types of males. However, at the decision-making level (telencephalon) Preference DE genes are not activated in response to any social interactions in Non-preference females ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These findings, combined with the expression pattern of Social DE genes (PCA, [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), where we see strong differentiation in telencephalon expression between lines with different preference phenotypes along PC1, suggest there are crucial differences in the neurogenomic response behind social and mating behaviors in the telencephalon. The expression differences seen along PC1 at the decision-making level could be a reflection of the proven differences in cognitive ability between lines[@R33] and consistent with the notion that cognition plays an important role in mating decisions[@R37],[@R46].

Herbert[@R63] originally introduced the idea that limited genetic elements can encode for the multiple behaviors required to appropriately respond to various stimuli in different social and mating contexts, via complex combination of spatial and temporal activation in different brain nuclei. Here, we see evidence for a group of genes that have different expression levels in various mating contexts grouped in several discrete modules associated with female preferences, revealing the modularity of the neurogenomic preference response we observe. We see further evidence of how the brain can flexibly respond to different stimuli in the observation that multiple synaptic plasticity and immediate early genes are present in our Social DE genes, including *grin1* (NMDAR), *march8, bdnf, thoc6, cant1* and *thap6* in the optic tectum and *inhba, neurod2, smarcc1, fos, egr2b* and *thap6* in the telencephalon. Different social behaviors have been shown to be characterized by different patterns of gene activity across the different nodes of the telencephalon forming the social decision-making network[@R76],[@R77], rather than the gene activity of a single node. It would thus be a useful avenue for future research to continue to dissect how the brain mediates its response to mating stimuli by examining detailed patterns of expression of Preference DE genes and Social DE genes across the different nodes of the telencephalon.

The comparative framework we use here allowed the identification of genes and gene modules associated with variation in female preference, and which likely factor in the neurogenomic response behind female mate choice. These findings provide a clear testable hypothesis to investigate the mechanisms behind the repeated and independent evolution of divergent female preference for colorful males across wild guppy populations[@R23],[@R26],[@R64],[@R65]. Together, our results reveal the unique transcriptional response related to the earliest stages of female preference behavior, show the modularity of this response, and identify the potential regulatory basis of this transcriptional response. Our approach and results provide a strong comparative framework for studies on the conservation of mate preference transcriptional networks across populations and species.

Materials and Methods {#S8}
=====================

Study system {#S9}
------------

Guppies used in our experiment are laboratory-raised descendants of Trinidad guppies sampled from the high predation populations of the Quare River (Trinidad). We based our study on guppies from this wild-type population and six selection lines, derived from the wild-type fish, which have been selected on relative brain size. In summary, fish were indirectly selected based on parental brain size achieving a difference of up to 13.6% in relative brain size among three replicate lines selected to have small brains, here denoted small brain lines (SB lines), and three replicate lines selected to have larger brain (LB lines)[@R33],[@R66]. All the details on the selection experiment have been previously published[@R33]. Brain size in these lines has been shown to carry significant costs and benefits, conferring better cognitive abilities and better response to predators in large brain lines[@R33],[@R66],[@R67]. These differences however are not likely due to the accumulation of deleterious alleles in small-brain lines as these were shown to be more fecund[@R33], to have a better immune response[@R68] and faster juvenile growth[@R69]. We recently showed females from wild type and selection lines have measurable differences in their female preference for colorful males. While females from LB lines have maintained the clear female preference for colorful males seen in the wild type line, SB females lack this preference[@R32]. We demonstrated that this difference in preference phenotype is not due to differences in opsin sequence or expression in the retina, or to variation in color perception across lines[@R32].

For this study, we used virgin females from the fifth generation of selection, all aged approximately 6 months. None of the females used in this experiment were used for other behavioral experiments prior to this study. Fish were raised at a water temperature of 25°C with a 12:12 light:dark schedule, and fed an alternating daily diet of flake food and live Artemia (brine shrimp). After the first onset of sexual maturation, females were placed in 12-liter tanks in groups of 10 fish. All tanks contained gravel, biological filters and Java moss *(Vesicularia dubyana)*. In addition, we allowed visual contact between tanks containing females to enrich the social environment but females never saw a mature male prior the experiment. Experiments were done in accordance with ethical permits approved by Stockholm Ethical Board (Dnr: N173/13, 223/15 and N8/17).

Preference tests {#S10}
----------------

### Selection of presentation males {#S11}

For our study we divided females among three treatments: two treatments represented a male evaluation context, in which females were presented either an attractive male (attractive treatment) or an unattractive male (dull treatment), and a third treatment in which females were exposed to another female representing a general social interaction treatment. Previous studies have demonstrated females are attracted to males with brighter and larger orange areas and longer tails[@R23]. Following general methods previously described[@R32], we selected 30 wild-type males from the laboratory population stock for their colorful or dull patterns based on visual inspection. Next, these 30 males were anesthetized with a low dose of benzocaine and photographed on both sides using a Nikon D5300 camera. We scored total coloration, body length, and tail area of each male using the ImageJ software v. 1.44[@R70]. Then, we selected the four males with highest and lowest coloration that could be matched by body length. Prior to the trial we made sure that these males were sexually mature by housing them together with females not participant in the experiment and observing their sexual behavior. As color patterns might change over time in young fish, we repeated the whole procedure after 5 days of experiment. In total, we used three sets of colorful-dull males during the experiment. On average, the 12 selected colorful males presented 23% more total coloration, and 16% larger tails than the 12 dull males.

### Behavioral treatments {#S12}

We used a total of 45 wild-type females, 45 large brain females and 45 small brain females divided equally across the three treatments. For the selection lines we used five females each from the three replicates. We allowed each focal female to observe the presented fish for only 10 minutes before ending the experiment based on our findings in a previous female mate choice study in these lines[@R32]. This timeframe was chosen based on previous studies[@R32] as an early time point in which differences in female behavior could be observed. This short presentation time also minimizes the possibility of habituation to the experimental setup. Preference tests were carried out in a divided tank (84x40x20 cm), which controlled for the focal female perceiving any chemical or mechanical signals. All fish were netted and transferred to their respective experimental tanks 24h before the start of the experiment for acclimation. We ensured that all females used in gene expression analyses showed sexual interest in the males offered. For this, all trials were followed by an observer through a live broadcast of the experimental setup in a separate room to avoid disturbances. For consistency, all trials were conducted on 15 consecutive days. Focal females belonging to same replicate selection line and the same treatment were presented with different males to avoid uncontrolled male-driven changes in expression. For this, we balanced the number of large-brained, small-brained and wild-type females presented to colorful males, dull males and females respectively per day (nine trials per day). We have previously shown that our selection lines do not significantly differ in any behavior and movement patterns in mating contexts and/or during the preference tests[@R32],[@R71]--[@R73]. This extensive work showed no evidence for any behavioral differences in perception, activity or swimming behavior that could affect the results.

At the end of each trial, females were euthanized by transfer to ice water. After 45 seconds, and with aid of a Leica S4E microscope, we removed the top of the skull to expose the brain. We cut the olfactory and optic nerves and extracted the following forebrain regions: dorsal telencephalon, ventral telencephalon (harboring the preoptic area) and olfactory bulbs. We severed the telencephalon from the rest of the brain between the ventral telencephalon and thalamus at the "commissura anterioris", including both the pallium and subpallium regions. The thalamus region was excluded from our samples. As the olfactory bulbs are very small in guppies (typically \< 2.9 % of the forebrain mass[@R74]), we use "telencephalon" when relating to samples extracted from these forebrain regions. Next, after detachment of the cerebellar region, we dissected out the laminated superior area of the optic tectum ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Dissection procedure took place in ice water within three minutes. The telencephalon and optic tectum tissue samples were immediately preserved in RNAlater (Ambion) at room temperature for 24 hours and then at -20°C until RNA extraction.

RNA extraction and sequencing {#S13}
-----------------------------

In order to recover sufficient RNA for RNAseq, we pooled tissue from five individuals. For consistency, samples were pooled combining tissue for the same individuals for the optic tectum and telencephalon. This produced three replicate pools per treatment for each the wild-type line, the large-brain line and the small brain lines for optic tectum and telencephalon (three pools per treatment/line = nine pools per line and thus 27 pools in total for each tissue). Each sample pool was homogenized and RNA was extracted using Qiagen's RNAeasy kits following standard manufacturer's protocol. Libraries for each sample were prepared and sequenced by the Wellcome Trust Center for Human Genetics at the University of Oxford, UK. All samples were sequenced across 10 lanes on an Illumina HiSeq 4000. We obtained on average 52 million 75bp read pairs per sample (47.1 million read pairs minimum, 72 million maximum).

Assembly construction {#S14}
---------------------

### Read quality control and trimming {#S15}

We assessed the quality of reads for each sample using FastQC v.0.11.4. ([www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc](http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/)). After verifying initial read quality, reads were trimmed with Trimmomatic v0.35[@R75]. We filtered adaptor sequences and trimmed reads if the sliding window average Phred score over four bases was \<15 or if the leading/trailing bases had a Phred score \<3, removing reads post filtering if either read pair was \<33 bases in length. Quality was verified after trimming with FastQC. After trimming we had a total of approximately 537.6 million trimmed read pairs, 44.8 on average per individual (minimum: 36.2 million trimmed read pairs, maximum: 56.2 million trimmed read pairs).

### De novo assembly {#S16}

Because the current guppy genome annotation is incomplete[@R76], we constructed a de novo transcriptome assembly in order to include loci that might be missing from the current annotation. All forward and reverse reads were pooled and assembled de novo with Trinity v2.2 [@R77] using default parameters. We filtered the resulting assembly for non-coding RNA using medaka (*Oryzias latipes*) and Amazon molly (*Poecilia formosa*) non-coding RNA sequences as reference in a nucleotide BLAST (Blastn). After eliminating all sequence matching non-coding RNAs we picked the best isoform for each transcript. We defined the best isoform as the one with the highest expression as estimated by mapping the reads to the de novo assembly using RSEM (v1.2.20[@R78]). Finally, we used Transdecoder (Transdecoder v3.0.1, <http://transdecoder.github.io>) with default parameters to filter out all transcripts without an open-reading frame and/or shorter than 150bp ([Table S10](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Genome guided assembly {#S17}

We assembled a genome-guided assembly using the HiSat 2.0.5 - Stringtie v1.3.2 suite[@R79]. We based our genome-guided assembly on the published guppy genome assembly (Guppy_female_1.0 + MT, RefSeq accession: GCA_000633615.1, latest release June 2016)[@R76]. Samples were individually mapped to the genome and built into transcripts using default parameters but preventing the software from assembling de novo transcripts. The resulting individual assemblies were then merged into a single, non-redundant assembly using the built-in StringTie-merge function. In a similar fashion to the de novo assembly, we filtered out non-coding RNA and chose the best isoform for each transcript based on expression ([Table S10](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Reference Transcriptome assembly {#S18}

We used CD-Hit-Est to obtain a non-redundant reference transcriptome (RefTrans) by fusing the de novo and genome guided assemblies. Transcripts longer than 150bp were clustered if they were \>95% similar preserving the longest representative for each cluster.

The resulting reference transcriptome was annotated by performing a BlastX to NCBI's non-redundant database. The associated gene IDs obtained here were used to search multiple databases in all downstream GO annotations and pathway analysis as detailed below. See [Table S10](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details on the final number of transcripts preserved in the reference transcriptome and annotation statistics.

Differential expression {#S19}
-----------------------

We quantified expression by mapping paired reads for each sample separately to the Reference Transcriptome using RSEM version 1.2.20[@R78], filtering transcripts \<2 RPKM (reads per kilobase per million mapped reads), preserving only those transcripts that have expression above this threshold in a least half of the samples for each treatment within a line. After this final filter, a total of 21,131 transcripts were kept for further analysis, 20,396 in the optic tectum and 19,571 in the telencephalon. Using sample correlations in combination with MDS plots based on all expressed transcripts, we determined that out of the 54 samples one optic tectum wild-type attractive male treatment sample, one optic tectum wild-type female treatment and one telencephalon small-brain female treatment sample were significant outliers and were thus excluded from further analysis.

We relied on a random permutation test as described in Ghalambor et al.[@R80]. Filtered read counts were normalized using standard function as implemented in DESeq2[@R81] ([Fig. S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and used to perform a generalized linear model (GLM) to each transcript, to evaluate the effect of treatment on expression level. Because we were interested in contrasting differences in expression associated with preference, we performed this analysis grouping lines by their preference phenotype, and also carried out the GLM separately for Preference lines (Wild-type and LB lines) and Non-preference lines (SB lines). After grouping samples by the female preference phenotype the analysis was performed with six samples for Preference lines and three samples for Non-preference lines, except for treatments for which we had to remove one outlier (see [Table S11](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details on sample sizes). This way we performed GLM to assess the significance of expression differences in pairwise comparisons between attractive and dull treatments, attractive and female treatments and, finally dull and female treatments in Preference and Non-preference lines ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To control for false positives and determine which transcripts were differentially expressed between treatments we used a random permutations test[@R80]. We generated 250 permuted datasets by randomly reassigning the sample names for the entire dataset of each tissue. Then we performed GLM in the exact same way as for the actual data, thus generating an empirical null distribution of 250 p-values for each transcript. A transcript was considered differentially expressed when the statistic for the actual expression data fell below the 5% tail of the permutated data p-value distribution. This method has been shown to better capture the structure of the data and does not assume independence across genes as other multiple test correction methods that can be over-corrective[@R4],[@R82].

Our study relies on the assumption that mRNA levels correlate well with protein levels, which has been well supported in multiple other species [@R83]--[@R86]. Here we use a differential expression approach so that the mRNA-to-protein ratio would be the same in all samples and therefore would not impact our results.

### Differentially expressed genes involved in the mating decision: comparisons within Preference lines {#S20}

To determine which genes are involved in the mating decision we focused on the genes we found to be differentially expressed between the attractive and dull treatments in Preference lines. We applied several filters to the initial set of differentially expressed genes that passed the permutation threshold, retaining only those that have a potential role in mate choice based on their expression. We initially filtered out all genes that lack concordant expression (i.e. genes that change in the same direction between pairs of treatments across all replicate samples) between attractive and dull treatments in all Preference lines, and then we retained those genes that are also differentially expressed between attractive and female treatments ([Fig. S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, we excluded genes also differentially expressed in dull male vs female comparisons, keeping only those genes associated with the evaluation of an attractive male (in area P of [Fig 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Here we assume that any gene important in the evaluation of males of different qualities should also be differentially expressed between the attractive and female treatments, and this way we were able to control for genes that change relative to social interaction alone. We refer to this final set of genes as Preference DE genes ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

### Differentially expressed genes involved social interactions {#S21}

We initially identified genes involved across the different social interactions we tested, independent of the female preference phenotype and the social context. For this purpose we considered all genes determined to be differentially expressed across all three pairwise treatment comparisons separately within Preferences lines and Non-preference lines. These are genes that are differentially expressed in both mating context and general social interactions. Among these genes we selected only those that are differentially expressed in both Preference and Non-preference females as these are the ones that become differentially expressed in different social context in all the guppies we studied, independent of their selection regime. We refer to these genes as Social DE genes.

### Comparative analysis of genes involved in mate evaluation {#S22}

To address the question of what genes and pathways differ between Preference and Non-preference females, we identified genes that were differentially expressed between attractive and dull treatments in Non-preference lines. We proceeded in the same fashion as described above for Preference DE genes (Non-preference DE genes - [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Co-expression networks {#S23}
----------------------

In order to study the relationship between genes expressed in the optic tectum and telencephalon, we used weighted correlation network analysis, also known as weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) using the WGCNA package in R[@R43],[@R44].

We built a weighted co-expression network for each tissue using genes that passed the expression filter described above. This way we avoid using genes with non-significant variance and lowly expressed genes that generally represent transcriptional noise[@R43],[@R44]. The input count data used to build co-expression networks was normalized and transformed using the variance-stabilizing transformation as implement in DESeq2 as recommended by WGCNA authors. First, a Similarity matrix of the pairwise correlations between genes was built using log transformed normalized data using a weighted combination of the Pearson correlation and Euclidean distance S = SIGN (corrx) x {\|corrx\| +\[1 - log (distx + 1)\]/max\[log (distx +1)\]/2} as previously described[@R87]. We determined the most appropriate soft-threshold to use in order to reduce the number of spurious correlations based on the criterion of approximate scale-free topology[@R44], determined to be six for the telencephalon and four for the optic tectum. We used these soft-thresholds to build the Adjacency matrix and corresponding Topological Overlap matrix (TOM), a matrix of pairwise distance values between genes. Finally, we retained correlations \>0.4, based on the correlation value distribution for each tissue, and genes that had \>2 connections to other genes in the co-expression networks for all downstream analyses ([Fig. S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Optic tectum and telencephalon network properties are summarized in [Table S3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Module identification {#S24}

We built a dendrogram of all genes based on the TOM matrix using hierarchical clustering in order to identify the gene modules in each tissue network. We then used the Dynamic Tree Cut method as implemented in WGCNA, using the "tree" method and with a minimum cluster size of 30 genes, to detect the module based on the clustering ([Fig. S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The Dynamic Tree Cut method identified modules whose expression profiles are very similar. We did a further step to merge those modules with highly correlated expression values by estimating module eigengenes as described in[@R43],[@R44] ([Fig. S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Co-expression network analysis {#S25}

Final co-expression networks were exported to Cytoscape[@R88] for further network data integration and visualization ([Fig. S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Information on whether a gene was a differentially expressed gene or known to be a gene involved in social interaction and mate preference was attached to the network as metadata so they could be visualized in all downstream network analysis ([Figs. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The Network Analyzer tool in Cytoscape was used to calculate network node attributes. These give an indication of how connected and central a gene is in the network. Here we focused on three such attributes[@R89]: (1) Degree: the number of edges, i.e. other genes, each gene is connected to within the network. Central genes in the network will therefore have high degree values as opposed to more peripheral network genes. (2) Neighborhood connectivity: defined as the average connectivity, or number of neighbors, for all its neighbors. (3) Clustering coefficient: the ratio of the number of edges between the neighbors of a gene, and the maximum number of edges that could possibly exist between such neighbors (number between 0 and 1). This is a measure of how connected a gene is relative to how connected it could be given the number of neighbors it has. This value will approach 0 for an unconnected gene and 1 for a fully connected gene in the center of a network. We evaluated connectivity and centrality of differentially expressed genes by examining the degree, neighborhood connectivity and clustering coefficient of these genes in the optic tectum and telencephalon networks ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We carried out t-tests of log-transformed data to determine whether these attributes differ between optic tectum and telencephalon's networks for each differentially expressed gene group (attractive vs dull in preference and Non-preference lines) and for gene groups known to be important in mating behavior (lists on [tables S4, S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We performed enrichment tests to determine whether modules were enriched in differentially enriched genes of any category using one-tail fisher's exact test ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We carried out similar tests to determine which modules in the network are enriched in gene previously known to be involved in social interactions and or mate preference and in social plasticity genes/immediate early genes (IEG).

Functional analyses {#S26}
-------------------

To study the biological functions and pathways associated with differentially expressed genes and gene modules we obtained Gene Ontology (GO) annotations for all expressed genes in the reference transcriptome that had a blast hit to the non-redundant (nr) and Swissprot databases. We performed GO term enrichment tests in TopGO (R package) using the annotated Reference transcriptome we build as background in one-tail Fisher's exact tests with a p-value threshold of p\<0.05 ([Table S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We determined which known pathways are associated with Preference DE genes within each module using hits to the human database in g:Profiler[@R62]. In a similar fashion, we investigated which transcription factors are known to regulate Preference DE genes within each module. This analysis was also based on data for humans, relying on the *TransFac transcription factor binding sites* database integrated into g:Profiler, as it is far more complete than databases for other species. Although providing a more complete view of the transcription factor motifs associated with Preference DE genes, it is important to keep in mind that some TF motifs are likely to be different in a distant vertebrate like the guppy. Within transcription factor motifs found to be enriched among Preference DE genes we identified those for transcription factors with known roles in mate preference ([Table S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) as well as synaptic plasticity and immediate early genes ([Table S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, we focused on transcription factors belonging to families previously identified in behavioral genetics studies such as zinc finger proteins (znf) or POU domain transcription factors ([Fig. S8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).
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![Experimental setup used to find neurogenomic pathways associated with mate preferences.\
(A) Diagram of the three treatments: Focal females (♀~f~) were exposed to either an attractive male (left), a dull male (center) or another female as a control condition (right). Note, guppies are not drawn to scale. (B) Venn diagram illustrating the various pairwise comparisons used to identify differentially expressed genes between treatments. Identification of differentially expressed genes and permutations were performed for each pairwise treatment comparison and separately for Preference and Non-preference lines in both tissues. See [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for results of all comparisons. Area "x" indicates all genes differentially expressed between the attractive and dull treatments and "P" is the final set of Preference DE genes, after filtering to keep only those Attractive vs Dull DE genes that are also differentially expressed in the Attractive vs Female comparison but not in the Dull vs Female (see [methods](#S8){ref-type="sec"} for details). (C) Schematic representation of a top view (*top*) and lateral view (*bottom*) of the major regions of the guppy brain. We examined gene expression in the optic tectum (OT, yellow) and the telencephalon (T, red) which included dorsal telencephalon, ventral telencephalon, preoptic area and olfactory bulbs. The latter are less than 2.9% of the mass. The optic tectum samples included the laminated superior area of both hemispheres.](emss-79338-f001){#F1}

![Hierarchical gene-expression clustering of Preference DE genes.\
Hierarchical gene-expression clustering of samples for Preference DE genes differentially expressed between attractive and dull male treatments in the optic tectum (n=193) and telencephalon (n=106). Colors below dendrogram correspond to sample treatment and line as outlined in the legend. Values on top of nodes correspond to bootstrap **A**pproximately **U**nbiased *p-values*, computed by multiscale bootstrap resampling[@R90] (all bootstrap values \>70%, those \<80% not shown for clarity).](emss-79338-f002){#F2}

![Optic tectum and telencephalon co-expression networks' module overview.\
Each circle of genes represents a module and the dots forming the module circle represent genes. The size of each module is therefore proportional to the number of genes in that module. The color of each dot refers to its DE category or functional affiliation as shown in the legend. Numbered modules are referred to in text, and correspond to modules after merging ([Fig. S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Modules significantly enriched for Preference DE genes are highlighted in red for Preference lines and grey for Non-preference lines. Modules highlighted in green are significantly enriched in known social behavior/mate preference genes and/or synaptic plasticity genes. Edge connections are highlighted according to weight, with stronger connections, for correlations approaching 1 or -1, shown in blue. Modules with no differentially expressed genes or behavioral genes of interest, as well as edges associated with these modules are hidden for clarity.](emss-79338-f003){#F3}

![Differential transcriptional signature of Social DE genes in females exposed to attractive males.\
Principal component analysis of Social DE genes in optic tectum (A, n=347) and telencephalon (B, n=161). Points represent samples for each treatment/line group. In graphs on the left the two first principal components are plotted, and in graphs on the right PC2 is plotted against PC3, with the proportion of variance explained by each component printed next to the axes labels.](emss-79338-f004){#F4}

###### Differentially expressed genes

  -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ------
  OPTIC TECTUM                                                                                                                                                              

                                                     Attractive vs Dull                                            Attractive vs Female   Dull vs Female   Total\           
                                                                                                                                                           (unique genes)   

  Preference                                         Attractive vs Dull genes that pass permutation 5% threshold   1278 (x)               1125             982              2746

  Preference DE genes\                               **193 (P)**                                                   \-                     \-               \-               
  (after filtering[§](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"})                                                                                                                          

  Social DE genes                                    **357**                                                                                                                

  Non-Preference                                     Genes that pass permutation 5% threshold                      842 (x)                1973             1449             3393

  Non-preference DE genes\                           **61 (P)**                                                    \-                     \-               \-               
  (after filtering[§](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"})                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                            

  TELENCEPHALON                                                                                                                                                             

                                                     Attractive vs Dull                                            Attractive vs Female   Dull vs Female   Total\           
                                                                                                                                                           (unique genes)   

  Preference                                         Genes that pass permutation 5% threshold                      919 (x)                746              785              1999

  Preference DE genes\                               **106 (P)**                                                   \-                     \-               \-               
  (after filtering[§](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"})                                                                                                                          

  Social DE genes                                    **161**                                                                                                                

  Non-Preference                                     Genes that pass permutation 5% threshold                      847 (x)                705              677              1853

  Non-preference DE genes\                           **38 (P)**                                                    \-                     \-               \-               
  (after filtering[§](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"})                                                                                                                          
  -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ------

Letters in parenthesis refer to Venn diagram sections highlighted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Genes that were considered differentially expressed between attractive and dull treatments following the permutation 5% cutoff were filtered for concordant expression across all the replicate lines, and for differential expression between attractive vs female and dull vs female keeping only genes in section P of [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. See text for further details.

###### Co-expression network centrality and connectivity measures.

  ---------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -------------- ------------- --------------- ------------- --------
  A                                                          *n*                                             OPTIC TECTUM   *n*           TELENCEPHALON   t-test\       
                                                                                                                                                          p-value       

  Preference DE genes                                        Degree average[1](#TFN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   57             3.56 (2.83)   12              8.67 (3.64)   0.02\*

  Clustering Coefficient[2](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"}      0.16 (0.72)                                     0.53 (0.53)    \<0.001\*\*                                 

  Neighborhood Connectivity[3](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   7.84 (3.30)                                     21 (3.66)      \<0.001\*\*                                 

  Non-preference DE genes                                    Degree average[1](#TFN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   31             6.48 (3.17)   6               3.83 (2.10)   ns

  Clustering Coefficient[2](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"}      0.24 (0.56)                                     0.49 (0.70)    ns                                          

  Neighborhood Connectivity[3](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   11.12 (3.5)                                     8.89 (3.56)    ns                                          

  Social affiliation/ female preference genes                Degree average[1](#TFN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   10             13.8 (3.7)    3               1.7 (0.4)     0.02\*

  Clustering Coefficient[2](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"}      0.34 (0.6)                                      0 (0)          \<0.01\*\*                                  

  Neighborhood Connectivity[3](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   21.3 (3.7)                                      2.5 (0.5)      \<0.01\*\*                                  
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -------------- ------------- --------------- ------------- --------

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------------
  B                                                                                                         
  Social affiliation/ female preference genes compared to Preference DE genes                OPTIC TECTUM   TELENCEPHALON
  Sample sizes                                                                  57/10        12/3           
  Degree average[1](#TFN4){ref-type="table-fn"}                                 0.04\*       0.02\*         
  Clustering Coefficient[2](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"}                         \<0.01\*\*   \<0.001\*\*    
  Neighborhood Connectivity[3](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}                      \<0.01\*\*   0.02\*         
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------------

All *p*-values correspond to t-tests. Sample sizes in B correspond to Preference DE genes/Social affiliation and female preference genes.

The number of edges, i.e. other genes, each gene is connected to within the network. Central genes in the network will therefore have high degree values as opposed to more peripheral network genes.

The ratio of the number of edges between the neighbors of a gene, and the maximum number of edges that could possibly exist between such neighbors (number between 0 and 1). This is a measure of how connected a gene is relative to how connected it could be given the number of neighbors it has. This value will approach 0 for a loosely connected gene and 1 for a fully connected gene in the center of a network

The average connectivity across all neighbors.

[^1]: co-senior authors, contributed equally to this work.
